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Figure 20.3. Example of a report title page.¹

¹ Kalani Pattison, “Example of a Report Title Page,” 2020. Licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International license. Derived from Swarts, Jason, Stacey Pigg, Jamie Larsen, Julia Helo Gonzalez, Rebecca De Haas, and Elizabeth Wagner, Communication in the Workplace: What Can NC State Students Expect? (Raleigh: North Carolina State University Professional Writing Program, 2018), https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pMpVbDRWIN6HssQQO4MeQ6U-oB-sGUrtRswD7feuRBo/edit#heading=h.n2a3udmsSsds9, Licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.